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Fine tuning Decimalization: Creating Markets that Price Securities
Fairly for All Investors.
Overview
Since the advent of new technologies the US equities markets have undergone more structural change in
the last ten years then at any given time in history. Since 1996, regulators and the principal equity markets have
introduced a series of reforms with these principal goals:
Mandate limit order driven pricing
Minimize human interaction with equity orders
Decrease price increments
The SEC and the SRO’s have for the most part succeeded in implementing these structural changes to
the equity markets. These changes were driven by a report written by a committee formed after the 1987 stock
market crash called “Markets 2000”. A second influence on the regulatory bodies has been the 1994 NASDAQ
stock market anti-trust scandal. It appears today that the current New York Stock Exchange investigation will
also usher in new reforms. The problem is that thousands of new lines of regulation and billions of new lines of
computer code have been written and those regulations and computer programs may be based on faulty
premises. The market structure, as it exists, today has resulted in market inefficiencies and is generating
unintended externalities that are silently hurting investors, workers and the US economy.
Increased mutual fund expense ratios
Decreased competition in equity trading
Decreased competition for financial services
Less equity research
Higher cost of capital for issuers
Increased portfolio turnover
Decreased liquidity in lower capitalized stocks
80,000 lost jobs in the financial industry
Eight Billion Dollars in lost federal tax revenues
Decrease in economic opportunity
Decimalization as it exists today has the potential to undermine the US economy for the sake of
modernity. Just because decimalization exists in Germany, France, Italy and England doesn’t mean it is better.
In fact anyone who has traded ordinary shares on foreign bourses can testify to the fact that these markets do not
even remotely provide the limit order protection that the major US exchanges provides for its customers. The
US economy has out performed its European counter parts in part because the US equity markets are superior.
This is the reason why major foreign companies from around the world seek to list on the NYSE and NASDAQ.
Recently, Bill Donaldson has made public comments regarding reforming decimalization and if he is serious
about change then there are two market structure alternatives that would be an improvement over the existing
trading environment that is currently thin and fragmented for most issues.
Multiple tiered minimum price incremented markets
Multiple tiered minimum spread incremented markets
Both alternative market structures have benefits over the current decimalization regime and if adopted they offer
the promise of better market efficiency and better prices for all market participants.
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Bring Back the Breath
Since the introduction of tick reform breath, the amount of shares available on the best Bid or Offer size
of the market, has declined for stocks not represented in the major market indexes such as; S&P 100 or the
NASDAQ 100. The decline in breath was expected when tick increments were reduced from 1/4 share to 1/16
fractional increments because it was expected that overall breadth across all price quotes would be greater and it
was believed that the reduction in trading costs outweighed the loss of liquidity. What wasn’t expected was the
decline in tradable orders. The reduction of price increments allowed speculators to post prices ahead of larger
institutional orders, in essence competing against the posted order for liquidity. The institutional response (that
started when stocks traded in 1/16’s and was exacerbated by decimalization) was to pull their orders from the
floor of the exchanges and from NASDAQ Market Maker desks. Today when an institution wants to buy 50,000
shares of stock they are just as likely to enter five hundred 100 share orders on an ECN as to enter a single
50,000 share order with a Specialist or Market Maker. This type of trading is enabled by reserve books and
average price trading programs. The result is that liquidity for stocks is found in electronic cues and governed
by algorithms and is often not available to trade freely with the other side.
As a result of reduced liquidity, liquidity providers like NASDAQ Market Makers or NYSE Specialist
are less likely to provide capital to trade and institutions are less likely to provide liquidity to the primary market
as they buy and sell positions. These trading practices have resulting in fragmented markets as traders execute
their orders based on technology and rebates and not price and liquidity.
Stock markets just like any other markets have a supply and demand curve. In a stock market the
demand curve is represented by market buy orders and bids. Most economists believe that as prices increase
demand declines, provided that all other economic variables remain constant. Since the reductions in the
minimum trading increment demand, as represented by the NASDAQ bid side market montage has changed.
Clearly decimalization has changed trading behavior and these changes have created unintended consequences.
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In the charts above bid size increases then declines dramatically under decimalization. Typically under
decimalization few orders are reflected at any point on the montage and barely any orders are reflected out side
the first ten price levels (ten cents). By comparison under the old fractional system typically more size was
reflected in the montage at lower price levels and overall more stock was bid for across the total price horizon.
Recently, trading in Corinthian Colleges Inc. (ticker symbol COCO) has created a lot of controversy on
Wall Street. On December 5, 2003 a trader inadvertently placed a large sell order on Bloomberg’s ‘Trade Book’
ECN and flooded the market in COCO with sell orders and hit all the bids posted at that time. COCO stock
traded from $57.45 to as low as $38.97 in twelve minutes. While many on Wall Street are reviewing
NASDAQ’s and ARCA’s actions regarding their regulatory responses to the trading activity perhaps the more
interesting question is: How could just one trader pressure a stock down almost twenty points? That is a market
structure issue; not a regulatory issue! Cleary if there was more breath in the market for COCO, then even a two
million share order should not have been able to pressure the stock down twenty points. The COCO event is
more than an anomaly; the event highlights a fundamental weakness in market structure that creates smaller but
serious price gaps everyday due to poor market structure.

Alternative Minimum Price Increments (AMPI)
The idea of trading in price increments greater than a penny has been put forward by economists, traders
and even Bill Donaldson. The idea behind AMPI is that if there are less price increments than orders would be
aggregated at the remaining tick sizes. Also, the AMPI by definition would create larger spreads due to the
increase in tick size. It is hoped that under the AMPI, incentive will be created for Specialists and Market
Makers to provide liquidity and the practice of penny-ing ahead would be curtailed. AMPI has already been
adopted by the option markets; they trade in nickel increments. It seems that the nickel increment on the options
market offers both low cost execution and the incentive for options traders to provide liquidity.
The stock market is often not just one market but a market of markets. The stock market by nature is
segmented across industries and market capitalization. That is why stocks trade higher after it is announced that
they are being added to or deleted from the S&P 500 index. One big concern of those that oppose the AMPI is
that it would inflate trading costs for large capitalized issues like MSFT. That concern is valid to an extent but
even MSFT would be more liquid under the AMPI and the added liquidity would offset the increased tick size
thus giving the investor an overall lower cost of execution under some circumstances. The real issue in regards
to AMPI when applied to larger companies is what tick size maximizes liquidity and minimizes costs; the
answer for MSFT may very well be a penny.
The introduction of the AMPI should ideally go hand in hand with the introduction of multiple tiered
markets based on market capitalization. Ideally, ticks sizes of one penny for large capitalized stocks, a nickel for
mid sized companies and ten cents for small capitalized stocks should add liquidity to the market place and
reduce overall trading costs. Moreover, the increased trading revenues generated by the AMPI could provide an
incentive for financial industry to cover more stocks on a trading and a research basis and as a result more value
would be generated by the industry for investors and issuers.
Alternative Minimum Spread
A less understood but interesting alternative to decimalization is the Alternative Minimum Spread
(AMP). In an AMP market a stock would have a minimum spread set by the primary exchange. For example, if
the minimum spread is set at ten cents then the differences between the best bid and ask price would always be
ten cents or greater (Example 1). Limit orders with prices better than the inside market can be given price
improvement but their existence would be aggregated at the best bid and offer (Example 2).
Example 1:

Bid
Ask
$50.50 TESTA 5000 shares ---------- 5000 shares TESTA $50.60

Example 2:

Bid
Ask
$50.50 TESTB 1000 shares ---------- 5000 shares TESTB $50.60
(500+4500)

(Assume in the market in the above example 500 shares is offered at $50.55 but is aggregated in the $50.60 offering.)
Customer enters $50.60 bid for 5000 shares then 500 shares would be executed at $50.55 and 4500 at $50.60.

The AMS market structure offers many benefits over both decimalization in its current form and
minimum price increments. AMS markets that allow price improvement offer investors low cost execution at
any decimal increment while providing traders with incentives to enhance liquidity. AMS markets also allow for
low cost adoption and the cost savings is eventually passed along to all market participants. Moreover,
customers concerned about penny-ing would be protected to some degree since the AMS market encourages
liquidity while giving the investors the opportunity for price improvement. If the AMS market is successful, the
spread would be transformed from a penalty (or toll) applied to market orders to a continuously trading crossing
exchange. Also under both the AMS market and the AMPI market the bid and ask represents real trading intent
not the bait and switch markets that currently exist in today’s market structure.
Why No Change?

While it is obvious to most traders and market professionals that the current trading system is
aggravating, time consuming and costly; why haven’t the powers that regulate trading sought reform. The
reasons are:
Politics
Economists
Special Interest Groups
Lack of focus
The trading community has done a poor job in educating the public and justifying its role in the
financial markets. This lack of understanding has opened the door for regulators, economists and business
interests to influence market structure to further their own ends. While the claims of these constituencies are
popular the results of just some of their reforms have undermined commerce and resulted in less competition in
the equity research and trading services. The principle argument used by reform advocates is that markets
charge economic rent and if that rent is reduced the market as a whole benefits. This logic is the same logic used
by socialist thinkers to justify housing rent controls in New York and other major US Cities. Under rent controls
New York City declined from 1946 to 1980 and became virtually uninhabitable. Industry left the major cities
and their economies declined even though the economists predicted that rent controls should have stimulated
more economic activity under their estimates.
Just as converting from rent control to rent stabilization restored housing markets in New York and
San Francisco revising decimalization should allow more investors to benefit from a stronger market
structure. By adjusting decimalization more jobs will be created in the financial industry and investors will
benefit from improved execution and service

